
In Today’s Episode... 

The Clu Crew want to fit in by being good at something, 
but they have a hard time accepting defeat. When things 
begin to look suspicious, they learn about the harm of 
jealousy and false accusations.

Follow the Clues... 
Alongside every exciting mystery, the Clu Crew grow in their faith by discovering the truths inside 
Scripture. Did you spot the Bible verses they used to solve personal puzzles?
• Bonnie explains that Jesus died because "...from that day on [the Pharisees] made plans to put 

him to death.” (John 11:47-53) -- even though he was found innocent (Luke 12:14)!
• The Pastor quotes from Luke 6:37 to remind the children that jumping to conclusions only 

hurts us and leads to division.
• Bonnie reminds Peter that the Bible says jealousy is harmful because “A tranquil heart gives 

life to the flesh, but envy makes the bones rot.” (Proverbs 14:30)

Solve the Mystery...
Today’s adventure was full of lessons that teach us how to come closer to Jesus and live by His 
Word. Here are 3 discussion topics that will help connect the story to your daily life:

1. What does it mean to be a sore loser and why do you think this is not a Christ-like attitude?

2. The Clu kids were sure something wasn’t right with the game, but they were wrong to declare 
that Doug was cheating. What could they have done instead? What should you do if you think 
someone is doing something they shouldn't?

3. Peter was upset that Chris liked Doug more than him. Do you know what this emotion is 
called? How might it cause us to act poorly and why is it harmful?

Grow Your Faith...
This episode has themes of jealousy, accusing others, and being a sore loser. Let’s say a prayer, 
asking that God would guide us through our daily lives as we strive to take these themes to heart:

Dear God, I want to care less about me and more about others. So even if others are better than 
me at something, I want to be happy for them -- and confident in who you created me to be. If I 
see something that might be wrong, help me to find out the truth and correct it in a kind and 
fair way. Not out of jealousy and anger because that's not what you want.

Get Clued In!
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